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AMERICAN HISTORICAL PERIODICALS
Research thought, life, and culture in America from the 1600s to 1923 through millions of periodical pages.
Use the search terms and results below to investigate the specific example of photographic history.

ANALYZE THE DEVELOPMENT OF PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY

“The Daguerreotype.” The Family
Magazine or Monthly Abstract of General
Knowledge, 1 June 1839, p. 415+.

“Calotype.” The American Repertory of
Arts, Sciences and Manufactures,
1 Aug. 1841, p. 47+.

The Daguerreotype used plates coated
in chemicals and made it possible to
photograph a subject in minutes.

The calotype created negatives, in a
process similar to the technology in
modern film cameras.

“Instantaneous Photography.” Scientific
American, 15 Sept. 1888.
Continued advancements simplified
photography so that even novices could
take photos without mixing chemicals or
understanding the underlying science.

TRACE THE PRACTICE OF PHOTOGRAPHY WITHIN PERIODICAL PUBLISHING

“Multiple Classified Advertisements.”
Scientific American, 29 Sept. 1888,
p. 206.

“The New Crystal Palace and Park.” The
New York Journal: An Illustrated Literary
Journal, 2 Sept. 1854, p. 185+.

“The Tiger by Instantaneous
Photography.” Scientific American,
14 June 1884, p. 375.

Early photos were sometimes used as
sources for engravings. This example is
“from a photograph” by Delamotte.

Faster, more mobile photographic
equipment allowed readers to view
exotic subjects for the first time.

Demand for photography and
simplification of photographic processes
made it possible for camera and film
companies to advertise to consumers.
This early ad for the Kodak camera
emphasized its ease of use. Later ads
for the camera used the slogan “You
press the button, we do the rest.”
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EXPLORE
Cross-search additional
primary source collections,
and expand research and
learning possibilities with
Gale Primary Sources.
Use Advanced Search
to target results within
American Historical
Periodicals and any other
databases of interest, or to
limit by publication date,
document type, source
library, and more.
Narrow search results by
selecting from Filter Your
Results options. Term
Clusters generates a visual representation of your search by topic and subtopic. Term
Frequency graphs the occurence of a term within your results over time.

INTERACT

Click a result’s title to view
the article. Use Explore to
toggle between the article
and fullperiodical page, or
to Search within the article,
issue, or publication to
locate terms or historical
concepts of interest. Click
Table of Contents to link
to other articles within the
issue. Use these options to
reveal additional context
and evaluate other topics
discussed within the
periodical.

SHARE
Download or Print sources for further exploration, or Send to… Email, Google Drive™ or
OneDrive™. Click Get Link to create a persistent link back to any primary source or list of
search results. Save yourself time, or share the link with research collaborators
and colleagues.
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